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ABSTRACT 

In this study 40 genotypes in a randomized complete block design with three replications for two years

were planted in the region of Ardabil. The yield related data and its components over the years of the analysis

of variance were combined.Results showed that there was a significant difference between genotypes and

genotype interaction in the environment. MLR and ANN methods were used to predict yield in barley. The

fitted model in a yield predicting linear regression method was as follows: ì  Reg = 1.75 + 0.883 X1 +

0.05017X2 +1.984X3. Also, yield prediction based on multi-layer neural network (ANN) using the Matlab

Perceptron type software with one hidden layer including 15 neurons and using algorithm after error

propagation learning method and hyperbolic tangent function was implemented, in both methods absolute values

of relative error as a deviation index in order to estimate and using duad t test of mean deviation index of the

two estimates was examined. Results showed that in the ANN technique the mean deviation index of

estimation significantly was one-third (1 / 3) of its rate in the MLR, because there was a significant interaction

between genotype and environment and its impact on estimation by MLR method .Therefore, when the

genotype environment interaction is significant, in the yield prediction in instead of the regression is

recommended of a neural network approach due to high yield and more velocity in the estimation to be used.
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Introduction

There are important limitations, including the

necessity of observing regression assumptions,

significant non-linear relationships and multiple

callinearity between independent variables and the

presence of genotype and environment interaction,

also replication interactions within the environment

(E1) in the combined analysis of variance in national

uniform tests, led to be predicting the MLR model

non efficient[1]. However, the prediction in an

artificial neural network method (ANN) always takes

place according to any data situation (without

limitation) based on initial training [2]. Each artificial

neural network of an input layer, one or more hidden

layers and an output layer has been established as

the following general model is defined[3]:

However, networks can be different depending

on type and number of layers and having control

feed back and, etc.[2]. Hitherto almost seven

different methods for artificial neural networks have

been developed and each one can be used in a

different analysis rather than classical statistical

methods[4]. When the non-linear relationship between

dependent and independent variables exists, the ANN

method will be more efficient[2]. There is no need in
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ANN method to observe some of the regression

assumptions. Other studies have compared two

methods to show that in predicting the dependent

variable, the ANN method results are more

accurately than MLR [2,5,9]. Although the ANN is

considered as a powerful technique for non-linear

models [10]. But some researchers in this linear

model have also applied and reported it better than

the regression model [4,9,11,12]. According to the

present constraints on regression techniques to predict

yield (ìi) based on its components and its

importance in the reform election of superior

genotypes as for high impact of environment on the 

 multiple gene characteristics, this research on a real

data from farm experiments of hulas barely to

compare two methods of regression and artificial

neural network approach was used.

Materials and methods

A: Farm Experiments and Numerical Resources

(Database):

An experiment in a randomized complete block

design with forty genotypes of hulless barely was

planted (advanced lines) in three replications of two

agricultural years (1983-1985) in the research farm of

Islamic Azad University of Ardabil. Each

experimental plot included five 2.5 m culture lines

with distance of 20 cm were formed, eliminating the

margin effect, 5 samples were selected so that for

each trait in total of plots and years totally

1200sample was selected. In addition to yield per

unit plot, important yield components such as cluster

length, total grain in the main cluster, grain weight

and plant height were measured.

B: Statistical Methods:

Each year, Simple variance analysis for traits

derived from a simple farm experiment and also the

combined analysis of variance test was performed for

two years where the F test based on the

mathematical expectancy mean squares (EMS) was

conducted. MLR analysis  for yield using

independent variables to the stepwise variable

election method  was conducted and based on

variables remaining in the equation model of the line

was estimated  then in 20 percent of samples (test ),

i all of ìs based on this model again was estimated 

and the  average absolute value  relative error : | ìi-

Yi | was calculated. Artificial neural network (ANN)

in Matlab software using three input variables, the

numbers of fertile tillers and grains per main spike

and grain weight was taught. The used Model was of

a multi-layer Perceptron. Total data for predicting the

yield of hulless barely were 1200 samples that the

training data and testing and verification of total data

randomly were selected and respectively made up of

60% and 20% and 20% of the total data. In the

network, the changes of error recovery in terms of

the epoch and error absolute value (AE) of learning

data and authentication was also calculated and

figured out. After training the network, also the ìi

values using  Xs   available in test samples in the

network re-calculated and the absolute value of

deviation in this method | ìi-Yi | was obtained.

Mean absolute value of deviation of ìi which was

calculated in two ways by Yi using ANN and MLR

methods to the way of paired t-test were compared. 

Results and discussion

A: Multiple Linear Regression Models:

Analysis of Combined variance results showed

that there was significant differences between the

interaction of genotype and genotypes in the year (G

* E) in terms of yield, number of fertile tillers, spike

and one thousand grain weight. Final model

Regression analysis in the Stepwise method for grain

yield   after the multiple callinearity tests, Watson

and Gold Camera Field Cont was fitted to the

following:

R eg X1 X2 X3ì  = 1.75 + 0.883  + 0.05017 + 1.984

Where fertile tillers = X1, the main spike and

one thousand grain weight = X2 = X3 were.

According to the regression variance analysis

table (Table 1), this model in a probability level of

0/0001 was significant. Explanation coefficient in the

above model was equal with R =0.678. Thus that2

nearly 68% of the yield changes by three variables

of fertile tillers, main spike and one thousand grain

weight can be justified.

B: Artificial Neural Networks:

Based on comparing methods and changing the

layers and number of neurons in each network,   the

best neural network was selected with the following

characteristics due to the minimum of root mean

square (RMS).Neural network structure used as (1-

15-3) that has three neurons in the input layer

(number of fertile tillers, number of grains in the

main (cluster) spike and one thousand grains weight),

15 neurons in the hidden layer and one neuron in

output layer ( yield), (Figure 1). Of a stimulating

function of the hyperbolic tangent in hidden layer

and linear activator function in output layer was

used.

In the network, the error recovery changes based

on epoch is mapped and shown in Figure 2. The

error absolute value (AE) and authentication and

learning data are given in Figure 3. The error of
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these data in the replication 500 was converged

means that epoch = 500 is the best learning mode of

network that if most of this learning continues, over

train in the network will occur.

Comparison Between the Two Methods for Estimating

Yield:

Using estimated ìi in both of regression and

artificial neural network methods, the rate of the

deviation absolute value from the regression line

from the actual yield (Yi) were calculated and

compared and its comparison results using paired t

test was listed in Table 2. The results of this

comparison showed that with a lower probability

level in 0.0001 of the mean absolute deviations from 

the regression line (as an indicator of the diversion

in the estimation) in the regression method

significantly was more than the artificial neural

network method. 

This means that the amount of error in the

estimation by the regression method was more than

the error in artificial neural network method,   thus

can be stated that the neural network for estimating

in the barely genotypes yield was more effective than

regression approach. 

However, that the correlation between the two

estimates for every x existing in the artificial neural

network models and multiple linear regression was

significant and positive.

Fig. 1: Artificial neural net work models

Fig. 2: The designed Network diagram.

Table 1: Regression variance analysis for the yield through the remaining variables in linear regression models.

S.O.V df (M S) F Prob

Regression 3 365.25 126.2 0.0001

Remaining 236 2.49

Table 2: Results of the comparison of deviation absolute value average of actual Y which was brought on by ì  in the two methods

of M LR and ANN

Groups M ean Standard deviation M ean difference t Prob

| Yi-ì i | in regression 1.334 1.074 -0.975 18.37 0.0001

| Yi-ì i | in ANN 0.358 0.597
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Fig. 2: Error recovery changes based on epoch in the network.

Fig. 3: Error absolute value (AE) learning data and authentication.

The multiple linear regression models are the

most important method of predicting the yield by its

components. The estimated multiple linear regression

models for yield based on the three remaining

variables indicate that the selection of genotypes with

high yield through its components can be used.

Mohammadi [13] also reported the number of fertile

tillers and the number of grains in the spike as the

important trait in showing the yield in the barley

genotypes, although these two traits and traits of

grain filling time, days to appearing of the spike and

plant (bush) height totally were showing the yield

rate of 49% in the regression model. In the present

model, the yield explanation rate by three traits was

68% that represents the best selection of independent

variables for yield. The findings were consistent with

the results of Alizadeh Gharib [14]. Existence and

necessity of observing the multiple defaults (or

assumptions) for design of regression models ex parte

and the impact of other conditions, including the

existence of a significant interaction between

genotype and environment (G * E) in the regression

models from other hand causes in the predictions of

Each unit with available Xs in the model deviation

rate vary. However, the cause of this deviation in

addition to genotype environment interaction effect

could be related to violating regression assumptions

are including multiple callinearity, and dependency of

errors, etc. which is generally observed less by users

.Estimates and forecasts based on artificial neural

network as an efficient method of learning based on

samples towards regression method in the linear and

non linear relationships have been recommended [6,

15-18] because the smart artificial neural networks

considering all the circumstances can do the

estimates with lesser skew based on the single

samples. The comparison of skewed values   ÐYi-ìÐ 

 showed in both experiments that the skewed values

in the ANN method are significantly less than the

MLR method. That can be related to the lack of

neural network limitations than other statistical

methods, especially parametric method.  So that more

yield and accuracy of neural network forecasting

method is achieved than the correlation and multiple
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regressions [7,13,16,18]. General health indicators

than the sequential method of least squares logistics

regressions have been reported but in comparing both

multiple regression and neural network for

formulation optimization of lypoprolid acetate in

liposomes, two methods yield reported the same [8].

So regarding the lack of restrictions on artificial

neural network application (ANN) and the extent of

its application in biological sciences and also a fast

and easy prediction it can be rather than regression

techniques as an alternative method in plant breeding

and Forecast quantitative traits in barley polygenic in

hulless barely used. Because most of the relationships

between variables in the hulless barely are not

necessarily linear constraints and it is using

constraints of linear regression with this method is

disappeared.
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